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Can India re-imagine South Asia?
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If New Delhi does not take the lead, the region cannot respond to various crises 
collectively.
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 After weeks of protests, Sri Lankan Prime Minister Mahinda Rajapaksa stepped down this 
month, however that isn’t the one large political non-electoral change within the neighbourhood in 
2021-22. Only a month in the past, it was Pakistan; a yr in the past, it was Nepal. Energy modified 
palms by extra coercive means in Myanmar and Afghanistan. Their polities have but to calm down. 
How ought to India react to those modifications? Is there a typical pressure working throughout the 
area in these developments? Shyam Saran and Srinath Raghavan talk about these questions and 
extra with Suhasini Haidar.
1.   Are these modifications within the neighbourhood due to related political cultures? Or as 

a result of financial disaster attributable to the pandemic, the worldwide downturn and 
Russia’s invasion of Ukraine?

Shyam Saran: A little bit of each, however I might place extra emphasis on a way more difficult 
exterior setting which all of us are confronting. The COVID-19 pandemic of two years has not 
solely prompted financial disruptions, but additionally social disruptions. Extra just lately, 
there’s the influence of the disaster in Europe. We’re right now a globalised, interconnected 
world, and South Asia is just not an exception. And in some circumstances, a number of 
challenges have come collectively to create a form of good storm. A sure brittleness of the 
politics of some international locations has made the entire effort to deal with these sorts of 
exterior challenges way more troublesome.

  Srinath Raghavan: Political brittleness, together with democratic backsliding, an erosion 
of democratic norms and procedures are all responsible. There was an try by executives in 
varied neighbouring international locations to say their management over different businesses 
throughout the state to form of devolve energy extra in direction of the centre away from federal 
form of preparations, and so forth. All this has meant that the type of politics that now appears 
to prevail throughout the area is a type of authoritarian populism. And also you overlay this 
variation throughout the area over the previous few years with the financial disaster, which is a 
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vital one. In reality, I might say that the one parallel that I can consider in latest historical past 
is the Nineteen Seventies. Then we had the same form of world financial shock triggered by the 
oil embargoes which harm virtually each South Asian nation, together with India. Once you 
put these collectively — a democratic backsliding, a flip in direction of authoritarian populism, 
an financial disaster — what you discover is that there are very related sorts of protests and 
types of in style mobilisation going down throughout the area. So, there’s one thing to be stated 
concerning the form of pan-South Asian high quality to what we’re seeing now, although the 
specifics of the political economic system of every nation differs.

2.    It additionally appears there was no collective response to those challenges. Has South Asia 
failed in collectively responding to so many related crises?

 Shyam Saran: That is an outdated problem — easy methods to vogue a cooperative, collaborative 
regional response to the frequent challenges that South Asia faces. The one nation which might 
really take the lead with a view to formulate collaborative responses and mobilise that form of 
regionalism is India. However there may be an absence of each the notice and the willingness to 
play that function right here. India seems to have given up on SAARC (South Asian Affiliation 
for Regional Cooperation), and focuses extra on BIMSTEC (Bay of Bengal Initiative for Multi-
Sectoral Technical and Financial Cooperation). We’ve seen sub-regional cooperation beneath, 
say, the BBIN, i.e. the Bangladesh, Bhutan, India and Nepal discussion board, however it’s 
partial. So far as the regional response is anxious, I’m afraid that merely doesn’t exist. Even 
the restricted form of consultative course of that we used to have earlier than is lacking. This 
can be a failure. As a result of if India doesn’t take the lead, it won’t occur. We at the moment 
are working way more on the bilateral stage.

  Srinath Raghavan: There’s a wider deficit as properly. In comparison with, say, 20 years in 
the past, what can also be hanging is the extent to which even civil society traction throughout 
the area has significantly dipped. There was by no means a time when you could possibly say 
that there was a session kind of civil society interplay which was very sturdy. However we’re at 
a curious juncture the place neither excessive politics nor civil society interplay appears to be 
happening. However in style actions and mobilisations do appear to be studying a bit bit from 
one another. As an example, the present protests in Sri Lanka clearly have taken a lesson or 
two out of what occurred within the farmers’ protests in India.

3.    The pandemic has prompted doubts concerning the Chinese language system, about Chinese 
language skills. However, China has began a brand new South Asian outreach, delivered 
vaccines when India couldn’t. How has India fared when it comes to its push again to China 
within the neighbourhood?

  Shyam Saran: China has way more sources to deploy than India does. However during the 
last a number of months, Chinese language preoccupation with its personal challenges — 
particularly, what is occurring with this zero-COVID coverage, the financial disruptions and 
political stirrings — is rising. Additionally it is preoccupied with the results and anticipated 
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penalties of the Ukraine conflict… whether or not it had made a unsuitable guess in aligning 
itself way more carefully with Russia. So, the eye being given to not simply South Asia, however 
different elements of the world is much less. Additionally, in South Asia itself, there’s a sure 
new wariness concerning the China connection. It might be unfair to carry China chargeable 
for the financial disaster in Sri Lanka, or to say that China’s Belt and Highway Initiative (BRI) 
or CPEC (China-Pakistan Financial Hall) has not been a sport changer. However there’s a sure 
wariness about China, and there’s a sure opening for India to emerge as a safety supplier, as 
an financial assist to the international locations that are in the midst of the disaster.
Srinath Raghavan: China is actually in a decent spot. Aside from every part else, it appears 
the Ukraine disaster will imply every part to the west of Russia is unlikely to be a part of any 
form of BRI connectivity. However that creates an incentive for the Chinese language to double 
down on different elements of the BRI.

4.    And the U.S., given latest outreaches within the Maldives, Nepal, Bangladesh? Do you see 
the U.S. in South Asia right now as a pressure multiplier for India’s efforts or as a rival to 
each China and India?

Srinath Raghavan: It’s a good factor that the U.S. helps a few of these smaller South Asian 
international locations get on their toes and give you the chance to withstand Chinese language 
blandishments. On the identical time, I wouldn’t assume the U.S. has too many pursuits at 
stake in South Asia. I wouldn’t put an excessive amount of emphasis on what the U.S. is doing. 
Inasmuch because it dovetails with India’s pursuits and plans within the area, it’s one thing 
New Delhi will welcome. However quite a bit must be executed by India. That’s the place the 
motion ought to lie.
Shyam Saran: I might be considerably extra nuanced in that respect. Have a look at, for 
instance, the hassle put in by the U.S. to get this $500 million MCC (Millennium Problem 
Company) deal by with Nepal. This appears to point that actually on the periphery of China, 
the U.S. is enthusiastic about sustaining and even increasing its unfold, and maybe in session 
or affiliation with India. There may be actually an curiosity within the maritime a part of South 
Asia, whether or not it’s Sri Lanka or the Maldives. I see an curiosity on the a part of the 
Pakistan military and the Pakistani elite in holding the connection with the U.S., and there’s a 
sure sense of discomfort with an excessive amount of dependence on China.

5.  There have been considerations concerning the authoritarian strikes in India. Is that this 
pattern going to make it that rather more troublesome for India to be a South Asian chief? Or 
is India becoming into the South Asian panorama the place there are such a lot of different 
authoritarian leaders?

Shyam Saran: I don’t assume it must be our ambition to grow to be part of that form of a 
panorama in South Asia. We’ve all the time been in a position to aspire to a management 
place exactly as a result of we now have been a vibrant democracy. We’ve been in a position to 
display our capacity to deal with the unimaginable plurality and variety on this nation [with] 
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vibrant political establishments, that are so necessary with a view to anchor the democratic 
spirit. Any setback to that’s going to make any aspiration for regional and world management 
more durable. If there’s a deficit of democracy in India and if insurance policies are adopted 
which instigate communalism and a scarcity of social cohesion within the nation, then it could 
grow to be very troublesome to run any form of overseas coverage. It is rather necessary that 
you shouldn’t let home political compulsions start to affect your exterior insurance policies, 
which must be primarily based on a way more sober calculation of our nationwide curiosity.
Srinath Raghavan: Whether or not international locations within the area need to India for 
management or not is dependent upon the standard of India’s progress and financial prosperity. 
At this level of time, India’s financial place clearly is in no form to allow it to play a critical 
management function within the area. We have to recognise that the ethnic panorama of South 
Asia doesn’t comply with its political boundaries. We could assume that there are some issues 
that we do in India that are purely aimed on the home viewers, however it would have a knock-
on influence when it comes to how our neighbours understand it, how they react to it. If non 
secular majoritarianism beneath the title of electoral campaigns is given free license in India, 
you might be nearly positive that it’s going to have unfavorable penalties.

6. What does India must do to re-imagine its area as a complete?
Srinath Raghavan: There’s a broader shift in the way in which that we expect, as an example, 
on local weather change, and the very fact is that the future of South Asia hangs or falls 
collectively. Just like the query about ethnicity, these are usually not issues that may be 
segregated by worldwide boundaries. We’ve to take a broader view of what sorts of extreme 
challenges the area faces past political compulsions of the right here and now. We’d like a 
a lot deeper engagement past authorities, on the stage of civil society, even at very localised 
ranges between India and its neighbours, as a result of solely then will you be capable to act 
in methods which are significant to the peoples of the area as a complete.
Shyam Saran: I don’t assume that the present strategy of marginalising SAARC and giving 
precedence to BIMSTEC is a good suggestion. I’m not saying BIMSTEC shouldn’t be pursued, 
or BBIN has not achieved some goals, however these can’t be an alternative choice to a South 
Asian regional cooperative discussion board. The concept must be, how will we work out 
insurance policies, which then current India as the popular associate for our area, and India 
turns into an engine of progress for South Asia.
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Expected Question (Prelims Exams)

Expected Question (Mains Exams)

Q.    Consider the following statements:-
  1.    BIMSTEC a sub-regional organization came into existence in the year 1997 through the 

Bangkok Declaration.

 2.    The South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation was established in Dhaka with the sign 

of the SAARC Charter.

 Which of the above statements is/are correct?

 (a)   Only 1                             
 (b)   Only 2
 (c)   1 and 2 both               
 (d)   Neither 1 nor 2

Q .  What does South Asia mean for India? What steps should be taken by India on the turmoil in 

South Asia? Discuss.                                        (250 Words)

Note: - The question of the main examination given for practice is designed keeping in 
mind the upcoming UPSC main examination. Therefore, to get an answer to this question, 

you can take the help of this source as well as other sources related to this topic.


